
Biodiesel FAME Content Measurement :  
Comparison of Spectrolytic Lab-In-Box with Laboratory Techniques

Background

EN 590 is a standard published by the European Committee that describes the physical properties that all
automotive diesel fuel must meet if it is to be sold in the European Union and several other European
countries.
Based on 98/70/EG it allows the blending of up to 7% fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) biodiesel.
Most manufacturers sell biodiesel within the 5-7% FAME content range.

The current measurement procedure is often laboratory based and is usually done via Gas-
Chromatography or high end FTIR tools. This involves sending samples to a laboratory and incurring delays
in measurement result.

Spectrolytics Lab-In-Box System

Spectrolytic, a European manufacturer of cost-effective
mid infra-red spectrometers and solutions, have
developed a battery powered, portable, low cost ATR
spectrometer designed to bridge a gap in the market to
allow the Biodiesel measurements to be moved from the
laboratory, cost-effectively, into the field.
The Lab-In-Box is very easy to use, a quick dispense of
1ml of sample and within 1-2 minutes, the FAME content
result is produced on the user interface.
The system is very low maintenance, no moving parts and
can be taken into any location to receive near real-time
results within minutes of sampling.

Reference Data

A sample set of very accurate dilution Standards (x23) from B0.5 to B15 (B0.5 is 0.5% FAME content v/v)
was used as a reference set.
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Results and Chemometrics

Subsequently all the samples were measured
on the Spectrolytic Lab-In-Box.
A chemometric model was generated on
Spectrolytics Proprietary Software and a plot,
known as a PvM plot, was generated from the
model builder. This correlates the Predicted
result using the Infra-red Spectra from the
Lab-In-Box and the Measured result from the
Gas-Chromatography.
An R2 % of 100% is a perfect correlation.
In reality anything above 95% is excellent. See
image to the right.
The model generated has an R2 % > 99.83%
and measurement error of approx. 0.16% v/v.

Summary

Based on our findings, Spectrolytic Lab-In-Box offers a cost-effective solution to both laboratory and
portable Biodiesel FAME content measurements. The results show the high correlation and accuracy as
compared to the reference measurement of the Biodiesel sample standards.
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System Measurements

The chemometric model is attached to a
measurement template that is pre-loaded
into the system. On the System Express
Mode GUI, the user can very quickly
determine the FAME% by running a zero
check (background scan), then dispensing
the sample and running the sample scan.
The output is a quantitative result complete
with boundary specifications and traffic light
evaluation (green-good, red-failure).

RMI is the sole distribution agent of Spectrolytics products in the Czech Republic, Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia, 
Slovenia. For more information visit us at www.rmi.cz


